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mountains, barren areas, brushwood, and sections where
the grass is too scanty for practical nse. Waste lands
are generally situated a considerable distance away from
the nearest inhabited district.
Any person who clears naewat land, who " vivifies" it,
according to the expression of Moslem law, acquires cer-
tain rights thereby. The preliminary consent of the au-
thorities, secured without expense, is necessary for plac-
ing waste land under cultivation. The land thus cleared
assumes the status of miri land. The erection of build-
ing sites reclaimed from the sea is comparable to the
restoration of waste land, except that the act creates a
mult proprietor. All forests and salt marshes are sub-
ject to special laws. The state has the exploitation of
the salt monopoly, which it has transferred to the Dette
Publique Ottoman. A special law governs mining ex-
ploitation and development.
The ghedik is a unique Ottoman institution in the his-
tory of real property law. This term is applied to an
industrial establishment, an "ensemble" of equipment
and tools, or fixed capital investment in a workshop
located on a specified parcel of land. The appellation
includes both this investment and also the tools neces-
sary for the carrying- on of occupation and the place of
business. The ghedik is distinguished from the vakuf
in that it is not generally dedicated to religious purposes,
but profits the founder himself, his successors, or third
parties acquiring it. There have been, however, ghediks
constituted as vakufs. The foundation of new ghediks
has been prohibited since the year 1247 (1831) and the
law of February, 1328 (1913), ordered their suppression.
The ghedik has existed only at Constantinople and the
sacred cities, where it still remains in force.
Metrukated lands are those which are not and cannot
be privately owned; they remain vacant for common use.
The rights of ownership belong to the State, which may

